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. l. Purpose. AWS Technical Report 105-133, "Accuracies of Radiosonde D~ta'~ is 
publ~s~ed for the infonnatioQ 9f ali. ~eath~r personnel concerned with analysis, fore
cast:l.~~ ,or climatological work, ust~g \lPPi,er ~:tr data qb.tained by radiosondes. It 
will provide them with indications as to the probable accuracy of radiosonde observa
tions from equipment of the U. S •. meteorological services. 

2. ~. This Report sulllIMr.izes the best available information on tha errors 
of the radiosondes in current use in U. S., for temperature, pressure, humidity,and 
height. An elementary discussion of the statistical terms and concepts used for ex~ 
p1•essing the accuracy or error is also included. 

~ J. Additional Copies. This Technical Report is stocked at Headquarters, MATS, 
AG/Publications. Additional copies may be requisitioned from Headquarters Air 
Weather Service, ATTN: AWSAD, in accordance with AWS Regulation 5.:.3, as amended •. 
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ACCURACI~S OF RADIOSOND1 DATA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The question of radiosonde accuracies is one which is often asked but seldom 
answered to complete satisfaction. ·,.jhile the rea~ons for this are many and complex, 
the basic difficulty lies in the fact that there is rio method by which the absolute 
accuracy qf data from a radiosonde can be directly determined once the instrument 
leaves the ground. 

Instruments for measuring meteorological elements on or near the ground nay be 
compared with . precision instruments of known ac·curacy and the accuracy of measurement 
thereby deterr.d.n.ed. H.arli-e-sondes are also checked in this nanner. Unfortunately, 
however, the nass of data obtained over a period of years from radiosondes shows 
_rather conclusively that accuracies under such conditions are not rw.intained ir. actual 
flight. The users of upper air data,nevertheless, have a continuing need for inf'or~ 
mation on the accuracy they can expect from in-flight data;and various studies, re
ports, investigations, and analyses of observational data have been made in an attempt 
to provide this information. As might be expected the results of these investigations 
are not in complete agreement; one will find estimates of the "error" in temperature, 
for example, from a few tenths of a degree to as much as one, two, or ev~n three 
degrees. One reason for this variation is that the concept of ·acc 1u-a.cy has been de
fined by the several investigators in different ways. It is the purpose of this paper 
to discuss the definitions of "accuracy" and to compare and evaluate the results of 
available studies and r.eports on accuracies of radiosonde data. These results will 
provide information to forecasters, analyists, and other users of upper-air data which 
may be used in determining the li1:1its within which data available to t hem. are val id. 

II. STATISTICAL hEASURES FOR INDICATING ACCURAC~'." 

As stated above, the "accuracy" ascribed to any measuring instrument may be mis
leading beca~se of the numerous ways of estimating and expressing accuracy. It is 
custoffi:lry to use various statistical measures of dispersion to indicate accuracy and 
those most often used are the standard deviation, the average deviation, and the prob
able error. 

These measures of accuracy can best be illustrated by use of the "normal probabil
ity curve." This curve assumes that the frequency of occurrence of the errors (ver
tical axis) grouped according to magnitude (horizontal axis) will show a symmetrical 
distribution, high in the center and tapering toward zero in either direction. 
( Figure 1) 

The "true" value (zero error) of the element being measured is represented by 
11011 in Figure 1. Since this value cannot be determined by direct measurement, the 
assumption is made that the "true" value is equal to the arithrr.etic mean ( or average) 
of the observati ons . The area under the curve bounded by the lines on either side of 
11011 represents the dispersion or spread of measurements which· deviate from the true 
value. For example, 68.27% of the measurements will fall between the vertical lines 
labeled !' 1; 95 .45;/, between ± 2; and 99. 73~t between ± 3. In a normal di stri but ion 
these distances from the mean represent 1, 2, or 3 standard deviations. The assumption 
that radiosonde errors are normally distributed is generally considered valid. Refer
ence {"3_7 contains a complete discussion of the validity of this assumption. 
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MAGNITUDE OF DEVIATION FROM TRUE VALUE 

Fig. 1. Normal Probability Curve, Showing Ordinates and Abscissae 
for lcr , 2<r , 3cr , P.E., and Average Deviation (e) 

+3cr 

1. Standard Deviation. The standard deviation, then, is a measure of the 
spread or distribution of data above and below the 11 true value 11 and can be stated 
mathematically as follows: 

· rr = 1/ LN X
2

, where er is the standard deviation ( or 

root mean square), L x2 
is the sum of the squares of the deviations from the 

mean, N is the number observations. If the distribution is normal, Le., has a 
sy~metrical bell-shaped frequency curve as shown in Figure 1, 68.27% of the errors 
will be less than lcr and 31. 73% of the errors will have an absolute value equal 
to or greater than lo- . It can also be seen that the odds against any measure
ment having an error equal to or greater than lcr are 2.15 to 1. Similar figures 
for multiples of 1 are given below: 

K 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 · 
7 

TABLE 1 

Percent of deviations 
less than Ker 

68.27% 
95.45 
99.73 
99.99366 
,.., 100 

'V>l00 
,vlQO 

2 

- -;• - -- •• :.· ...... -::_-____ : ~.-.... - ·- :y ___ ___ -

Odds against a deviation 
greater than Ker 

2.15 to 1 
20.98 to 1 

369,.4 to 1 
15 ,'772 to 1 

1,744,WO to 1 
5.0 X. 108 to 1 
3. 9 X 1011to 1 
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2. Average ( or ~.ean) Deviati'on. T.he av;~rs.g~ d~~'iati_on •:is.' d.e:t/et.i:l\ined' · a.s f'ollow5r: 

e. -; · I:. bd . , : ~!'\ere e fa W ;l'l: rage de.v:j.a~iori, 
. N . 

L lx 1· is the sum of the absolute values of the deviat~ons,. and _ N · 1s th~ .nl.lmb.er Qf 
deviations., If the distribution i~ normal (I~~gurE3 1)-, 57 .5.% ·of the _deviations ~r-~ 
included petween 'the mean and i e-• . The average deviat,ion is relat_ed t;,o the ~ta.ndard 
deviation by ~ :: 0.8crf\ . . . 

. 3. Probable Error. The probable error is the val~e whic.h will be exqeeded in 
50?~ of the observations. In a norrral distribution, the probable error is related to 
the standard deviation by P.E. = 0.670- • 

4, 11 t:iaximum Error11 • As noted in Figure 1, there is no limit to how far the 
measurements can vary from the mean (the bell-shaped _curve approaches the horizontal 
a.xis asymptotically). In practice, however, if the standard deviation is know~,. 
then we may assume that practically all observations will fall within a range of 3 a
of the mean (theoretically, this range includes 99.?fo of the observations). The 
"maximum error, 11 then, is usually considered to be abo~t 3 a- . 

5, In smnmary we have the following relationships among the various measures 
of dispersion in a normal distribution: Standard Deviation =a-; 
Probable Error = 0.6?er ; Average Deviation= 0.80 0- ;"Maximum Error" = 3 t:r. 

6. In the following discussion the above relationsr.ips will be used to con
vert the various measures of accuracy stated in reports, studies , etc . , to the 
standard deviation. Statements or estimat es of accuracy can then be compared and 
evaluated, For a · complete discussion of the normal distribution curve and the meas
ures of dispersion mentioned above, reference should be made to the "Handbook of 
Statistical ~~ethods in Meteorology, 11 Publication M.O. 538 (British heteorological 
Office, 1953 or other standard text on statistical methods. 

l. Sources of Errors. There are, of course, numerous sources of error which 
contribute to the final temperature data obtained from radiosonde observations. 
Most of these sources and the;ossible magnitude of the error contributed by each 
are listed below ( taken from 2J). 

Source of Error 

Thermistors. . . . . . . . 

TAEIB 2 

La.xi mum Error ( 3 o·) 
0 

1<anufacturer I s standard thermometers . ,f-o .1 

Transmitter measuring circuit ........ !_0.5 

Ground ;_•,quiprnent stability . . . . . . . . . !0~ 5 
Readability of recorder chart (0,2 divisions) +0,5 
Baseline check ( thermometer plus readings) 't,0 .4 
Evaluator readability ...••....... tOfl 

3 

\ \ 
·•-·· .... -;; -""·-·'"-

!_0.17 

!_0.03 

'!"_0.17 

t0.17 
t0.17 
!_0.13 
!_0,03 

. p 
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An e~t.imate, of· the total s,tanq:ard devd.~Hon q~l'\ \),e, qbta,ineg (as,s4rrd.n~ that these 
errors a!'e indef>enqent,, and nor,i,ia~l~. dis,tri?r•buted,), by t ,a~in,g the sq,\lar~, ~·oq~. ,o,fi t\w . 
sum of the s'q~a,res, of t ,h~, i,~ctivii'~ua~. s.t.~n;ct~r1 g~v,iatio,QS.. On t~e basiis 9,f tt\ts 8rS
swnptio.n, ~ t,o.tal stan.dard · cteti~tion of t,0·~3i6,0c is o,pjta,ined, i~nJh · t ,hi'~l•:•Vialu,e ts 
tiot representathe of t~e ten)peratur~ acc::'ura~ie~ Qptaine,q ope:raq,o,n~ll~ ~ \ t fal :\.,;5 
v;ery, close t ,o values optained under. flight stw,il~t.u,d'e, te.st~ on ,·adio,sonc:\~~ ~ The 
inability or any radiqs,or~de to. r~~a,sure te"1per2tture a~ accurately in flig~t as it 
does on the ground under controlleq co~dition~ i~ \iiell knq~. · J~st hO'.-.' "mllch the 
performance of the radio.s·onde in fligh~ differs from, its performance in laporatory 
tests may be estimated from the follo,wing reuew of the limited nu,mber of r¢1iable 
reports, studies, etc,, available on this subject. 

2. Study by New York University. Refer.ence ["3_7 describes a . study conducted 
by the New York University under a Signal Corps contract on the "Effect of Varia
bility and Inst:i-umental Error on Heasurements in the Free Atmosphere. 11 For a 
series of flights (approx. 9) two raqiosc.ndes were attached to ea~h balloon and 
tracked indeper :}ently by two AK/Grn-1 1 s. The study assumed that the errors of tem
perature were ~-!. stri buted according to the normal curve ( Figure 1). The variance 
( a- 2) of the eriror was computed for staDdard pressure levels. Th~ standard de
viation, therefore, is obtained by taking the square root of the error va.riance. 
The standard deviations thus obtained are listed in Table 3. 

TAELE 3 

m) 0- oc 

850 -t.,O. 70 

700 t0.65 

500 t0.97 

400 !_l.J 

300 "t_L2 

3. Radiosonde Compatibility Tests at Oklahoma City. In June 1951, a radio
sonde compatibility test was conducted at Oklahorra City, Oklahorra. In this test 
3 to 4 radiosondes used by the U. S. meteorological services were flown on one 
train . Qver 30 ascents were rr:ade in which the types of radiosondes in the train 
were varied so that each instrument would be comp:i.red with all other instruments 
and with another instrument of its Oim type. 1'he report of these tests is con~ 
tained in ["2_7, and the results with respect to temperature data are summarized 
in Table 4. 
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TAbLE 4 I 
' , ' 

' 'I , (,,, .. 

Results ·obia1ned at 

for .all cons\a~t . ~ressur·e surfaces from surface thrc;>Ugh 400 mb: 

61\~ agreed wi t.hin 1 °c 
917l agreed within 2°c 
98% agreed ·within J0c 
(2% departed by more than J°C) 

From JC0 mb through 100 mb: 

56% agreed within 1°c 
8J?b agreed within 2°c 
94% agreed within 3°c 
97% agreed within 4°c 
(3% departed by more than 4°c) 

,' - ... , ' 

It is realized that the data obtained frcm these tests indicate differences in the 
various radiosondes rather than absolute accuracies. Nevertheless, if we assume the 
data from these tests were normally distributed, standard deviations can be computed. 
These corr,putati ons show a standard deviation of 0. 82°C from the surface to 400 mb, 
and 0.99°C from 300-100 mb. 

4. "Compend:.um of 11·:eteorclogy" [8 7 Article. In the Compendium of l'-ieteorclogy 
[8_7, (Jr. I':. Ference, formerly of the Signal Corps, states that "the over-all 
nrobable error in temperature measurement is about +o.5°c. 'i'he same value is stated 
ir. SCEL Technical j.;erno ;·:c. !<-1341, 11 Study on Single ~Station Atmospheric Sounding · 
System" Z l_l. According to .Sectior.i II above, this is equivalent to a standard de
viation of -t,0. 74 °c. 

5. rinirnurn Performance Characteristics of ACC/M~T. The Air Coordinating 
Committee, Sub-·Comrrittee on Aviation t<s teorology, has established certain "minimum 
performance characteristics" for radiosondes, including recor.nnended temperature ac
curacies, as follows: 

!_1. 5°c from +40°c to -so0c 
't_2.0°c from -50°C to -70°c 
't_J,0°c from -70°C to -90°C 

These values werE~ recormnended by ACC/HET as representing reasonable accuracies to be 
expected of t!'le temperature data obtained from the radiosondes used by the various 
u. s . . meteorological services. While the recommended values are somewhat arbitrary 
they were nevertr:eless carefully chosen on the basis of individual evaluations, test.s, 
and close association with radiosonde data by personnel of the meteorological services. 
The fact that they aeree rather closely witr. results obtained from experimental data, 
therefore, is not coincidedal. It is reasonable to ,assume that these figures encorr.
pass at least 95~6 of all observations and would be equivalent to approxirr.ately 2 
standard deviations. The respective standard deviations, therefore, would be +0.75 

0 - ' !,l. 0, and !. 1. 5 C . 
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6. , Sum.T.arz. From the sources cited above it can be s·e~n that estimates I• of 
. ·upper-~ir . te1:1perature error~ st~.t~~ ; as st~ndard ' _d_ev~a.U.?n~ range, from t~~~?-~c;,,·t9 
'tl.5°c,. .Tl:le~~ est

1 
imat~ij are. summar,ized in Tab'le 5. · . ;1 1 '"l 1, 1:. • ,~j" · , 

•. , .,, . . ,.,. . :,, , ;l, , 'Iii ,. iv (• I ' 1 . . i) " " . r!' ~ ' . . " I' ,,, . . , 
• i1t " ,! ,, , I .'' • .., t\ /1 I () J I ) l '1J \ 

.' [) /· ' "I ' • 'I'/\'(, , •• , TABLE: '5 t/1 "'' ,? l " ' ti "' 

I 

·/ 
•\t·· \ s-... ·. 

1. NYU Report o.65 · tb .. 'l°.3 

2. Oklahoma City Tests 0.82 to o. 99. 

3. ACChlli'T 01175 to '1.5 

4. Compendium of Meteorology 0.74 

Average 0,74 to· 1,26 

7. Conclusions. It has become the practice in recent years to assume a value 
of"t.1°C for the standard deviation of the errors or root mean square error (sometimes 
referred to as "standard error") -i:- of upper-air temperature data (see {:4_7, ["5J, 
["6_7, and [7_7). Admittedly, this is a convenient figure for computational pur
poses. from the estimates outlined above it is also a valid figure., · at lea.st for al
titudes tip to roughly 50,000 to fJ:J ,000 feet~ At higher altitudes the· absolute error 
may increase somewhat; in the lower levels it may be somewhat smaller . · In certain 
cases the accuracy of t emperatu re differences (change of temperatur e with height) i s 
more important than the accuracy of ahsolute values. This accuracy: -rema~ns well 
within !_l 0c since the incremental error is less than the absolute error ( see ['4J). 

IV. PRESSURE AND HU~uDITY MEASUREMENT ERRORS 

1. Pressure-:t-'leasurement Errors. Flight similitude tests on radiosondes show 
-that the pressure accuracies fall well within the maximum tolerances allowed. These 
tolerances .are listed in Table 6 ["2Je 

•~-

Strictly speaking the ·11 standard error" is a Bpecial case of _the standard 
deviation, the standard deviation of a sampling distribution which is 
perfectly normal or· nearly so, and hence is better known .as the "standard 
error of estimate. 11 In some Eritish books the term "standard error" is 
loosely used as a synonym for any standard deviation, a practice which is 
not generally condoned by statisticians • 
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Error of Standard Barometer ·±0~3 tO.l t0,3 tO,l ' 

E:rror of Operating Standard Barometer t0,5 t0.17 to,5· t,0.17 
Accuracy of Pressure Ele~ent i4,0 ;tl.3 1:2.0 1:.0. 67 
Temperature Effect t/+.0 tl.3 ±2,0 !jfJ.67 
Station Barometer tLO t0.J 11.0 10.3 
Er.ror in Estimating Fractional Contacts ;±J.0 4tl.0 11.0 t0,3 

Fr9m Table 6 the total standard deviation is found to be approximately ±2,12 mb 
from the surface to 50,000 feet and ±l.06 mb above 50,000 feet. 

The ACC/MET minimum performance requirement is stated as ;tS.O mb from 1050 mb to 
40 mb (approximately 74,000 feet~. This represents a standard deviation of approx
imately ±4,0 mb. 

Studies of the accuracy of pressure data obtained from the AN/mm-lA system have 
been · conducted by the Signal Corps. Their studies show the data to have an average 
error of :t,3 mb below 50)000 feet with indications of improved accuracy at higher al
titudes/ 1 7. This represents a standard deviation of 3,75 mb below 50,00C feet and 
a smaller value above 50,000 feet. An acceptable value for the standard deviation of 
pressure errors up to at least 50,00C feet is.± 3 mb L4J L5_7. It will be shown 
in Section V, para. 1 below, that pressure errors contribute very little to the error 
in computing the height of constant-pressure surfaces up to the 10-mb surface. The 
value of+ 3 mb will be assumed for all altitudes, therefore, in discussing such 
errors. Smaller values of pressure er;rors at high altitudeq, however, will be as
sumed in discussing the errors involved in determining the true height of the radio- / 
sonde (see Section V, para. 2 below). 

2. Humidity fvleasurernent Errors. It is well known that the accuracy of humidity 
data from upper-air soundings leaves much to be desired. Under ideal conditions the 
standard deviation of humidity errors is estimated to be approximately ±5%. At tem
peratures above o0c this accuracy may be achieved in the field provided the humidity 
element is not exposed to high humidities (95 to 100%) and particularly if the in
strument has not p:i.ssed th:rough clouds or precipitation. At low temperatures the 
above limitations plus the high lag characteristics of the sensing element make it ex
tremely difficult to state the expected accuracy of hurridi ty data for any specific 
sounding. The lower operational limit of the present humidity element is about -40°c. 

V. HEIGHT--DET1RMINATION ERRORS 

In discussing the accuracy of height data computed from upper-air soundings it 
is necessary to distinguish between the heights assigned to constant-pressure surfaces 
and the heights assigned to specific points on the temperature curve or to the height 
of the radiosonde ["7 J. 'tv'hile both heights are computed in the same manner, the 
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· ac~uraqi'es. o,,f ~h~ t,wo h~-ights.. a?:"~ ,qt\i.te . di.f':fer e~tAJ .. ;fqr ,ei~J,I1p},J ,, tne: s:t,an~~rd qe~ , 
vi~tion ~ ~:r 't r:rors 'ii') comp~'ti iig' th~ height 'of ' ( he OOQ~i-l}b p~~e~S,UFe s4rfaqb iij 'ap~rQXiT" , 
i1rately 160/"feet f in :deter miffi.'~g, 't.he height :·'qf' ttie. base, qf 'fi t1 i11~~r s,ion ·piqt,t~~ a·t/ ,", 2·00~ rt• ·~ "~r It~/ I O'' u-'il, ni (lf' -.,t )ft r! ijJ 1, M'}() Rn, 11•1!,".U .. ~ t ~I ( 

', ' •mp,hlP~;Y,~;'r; tne ~tanda;rd q~t i f',t i on,· i ,S.,flf., re. ~n:~n t,~iC~" tni •,s"v=a.l,9e., I'11 •1 qtne1 1wQn~~ ; ) JL 

-~he h~ight ,,of' a I given :·pr,e'~s"ure, ~*r.fr ce. Gan' b~' . d~t~l"ffil fl~d .mgr.e; aglc.1:1~~ tel: ~pan th~ ; l 

1

he~gQt · Q,f .\ ~J C: radioscmde· a\ .'t n~ ~~-tine_ l~ :J11dlc.aied ,t ,Mi§ Pf ,~ijS,~'f~• Tfrt•sn di~Unct,i.qp ,h 
1importaht ,'si.11ce 

1
the latt~r hei'.3ht' .i~ µs.eci ir;t computi.ng ' and codi.qg wind' d"t,a · aq,d in · · 

as-?i~ing heights to. sigriificantl teir:pEfr~ture , lev~l& ( ee·ij ,_'~ ~ -~es and t qpij of ' inver~ .. 
sionf;J' in~_tapili'ty layers ' 0 Ct, i sqthcrrn' et CO h . Th,esec, t;,\VQ. types Qf heig}it ' errqr~ -a~e 
discussed below · . , 1• • • , • • 

(} t, I I f I 

:t1. • • I',,. 

1. Hdght of Pres~ure Surfaces a •. Heights of const~nt~pres~ure sqrfaces are· de- · 
termined 'µy ~ solution _of 'the hydrqstatic equation which defines the·. tllickne~s be
tween any two pressure surfaces, From the hydro~tatic equation the ~rrgr. ( A h) in 
determining the thickness between any two pressure surfaces is shown ·to be: 

p 
(1) Ah = c ln p~ (AT- :; .6!'), where c = a constant, P1 and P2 = 

lower and upper boundary pressures, respectively, AT = mean error in- temperature 

(vlrtual), • ...!'.L = baric lapse rate, (here assumed constant from p .. .l tq P')), ap . . . ,., 
A p· = mean error in pressure. _ It can be seen that the error in determining 

the thi.ckness of a layer between two pressure surfaces is a result of: 

a. error in determining the mean virtual t~~perature of t~e larer and, 

b. mean error in the measurement of pressure, 

The magnitude of the error d.ue to pr essure inaccuracies is a f unction of the baric 
lapse rate (change of temperature with pressure). 

1.1 Error in Thickness Due to Temperature Erro~. The component of the thick
ness error due to the error in determining the mean virtual temperature is: 

pl - o (2) Ll hT = c ln __ AT . Using the value of 1 C for the standard 
p'.) 

deviation in temperature error (.A~T), the standard deviation in thickness error be
tween various pressure _surfaces can be computed from equation (2). These are shown 
in Table?. 

TABLE 7 

Layer (rob) 

1000-700 
700-500 
500-300 
300- 200 
200-100 
100-50 
50-25 
25-10 

• -n ,- ,.. .... •· '"':"''"~ --...,. ----·-- -·· -- --~--·• · . ..-,:c.;. ,. ___ - •• 

8 

34 
32 
49 
39 
67 
67 
67 
88 

( 
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.' .·., !he stanqarct dev,iatiop in, t~e, height errqr o.f eac.h. p~ess,ure, ··6i~~tac~. can be q!~~
t.?4,n~cr by, ~dding the tpic~e~s· errol'~,;, ( the tt:mperature error, ~ 1 ,'. l5:• ~'.~~uwe,q tq_· 

· ·~tn~a:~n iti ;·~me. sign .throu~~o.u~ the so,u~di~g): .1 . • J; :-_ 1
/,. • 

0 ti '., M~t;.:..lfl ll[: ~>'1
1 

(} -~ ' f· 1 ,j ,, ii' .. !i ~ !1 
,, . : 

Height (mb,)' 

700 
500 
JOO 
200 
160 

50 
25 
10 

~hT (ft) 

34 
66 

115 
154 
221 
288 
355 
443 

. () 

i . . , ., 

1.2. Error in Thickness Due to Pressure Error. The component of the thickness 
error due to error in the measurement of pressure is: 

(3) 
p 

A h = -c ln _l... aT AP 
p P2 ""lp 

It should be noted that the controlling factor in determining th e thickness 
error due to pressure error is the bari c lapse r at e ( a T/ a p). If the temperatur e 
curve in the layer is isothermal, ( a T/ op = 0) there is no error due to pressure 
in computing the thickness regardless of how large the error in pressure measurement 
( AP) may be. In addition, as the lapse rate changes sign (in the stratosphere, for 
example) thickness errors accrued in the troposphere will be partially r.ancelled. 
In other words, the pressure error in the radiosonde data plays a very rr.inor · role in 
determining the accuracy of the heights of constant-pressure surfaces, at least up 
to approximately 10 mb. This is shown in the following tables. Table 9 shows the 
thickness errors using i1 P = ./-3 ·1 nb and a T/ ~ p based on a mean of 508 soundings 
between 9°N and 65°N ["4_7 ["5_7. It is not a typical sounding for any season or 
latitude but serves to illustrate the effect of prcs f:ure errors on height computa-
tions ["4J ["5_7. 

TABLE 9 

Layer (mb) 

lC00-700 
700-500 
500-300 
300-200 
200-100 
100- 50 

50- 25 
25;.. 10 

9 

- 4 
8 

- 19 
- 16 
- 14 
/- 18 
/- 48 
1-103 
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'!'ABLE 10 

Height (mb) 0-hp (ft) 

700 - 4 
500 12 
JOO 31 
200 - 1+'7 
100 - 61 

50 - 43 
25 I- 5 
10 fl08 

1.3. Total Error in ~ight ,of Pressure Surfaces. From the standard deviation 
of error in height of pre,ssure surfaces due to temperature er;ro;rs ( 0-hT) and pres
sure errors ( "hp) the total error (0-h) due to both these factors can be comp~ted. 
Ass.urning that 0-hT and 0-hp are independent the total error is given by: 

-v
.. 2 2 

(4 ) er h = ( (i"hT) + ( er hp) 

Table 11 shows this total error. Tables 8 and 10 are repeated for comparison. 

TABLE 11 

Height (mb) 0-hT 0-hp c,-h 

1000 0 0 0 
700 34 4 34 
500 66 12 67 
300 115 Jl 119 
200 154 47 ;t.61 
100 221 61 229 

50 288 43 291 
25 355 5 355 
10 443 108 456 

10 
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H:~~h~.
1
of the ~ •~io~o~.~-~- ;J:n th~ ·P_: e9edip~, par~gr~ph

1 
it w~s sh~wn. that th~ ":I 

sta~dar,fi d~1Q,. ~t; 9n •q~ the ·li~r.r.or: i-in ,· ~rmpu~tf!g~ ~pe ·:he;Ji1gp~ of,1a J?P8,ij,SU~e ~,surfa9e,f ,f~r -:-
e~wijl~, },he I 2Q0.!:JY}~. sµrf~o,e J;,,,wa~, ,l~~/: f ,~l~t,• } It w~~ 11al~o ~r9wn ~hat ' -~hl~ ·e~t,gr., W! S , q~e 
Er.imal'~+Y ,._,to ; he er.ror f.!1 -''m~1:sJ:1r.i.hg l~~, per~t ~ri¢ :e~n~· 'o!}l;Y sltgh~~y t?. t ~_e, error in . 

0,me~s~rt ng pr(?ssure. ,Whe pre~ijf ne :,ernq~, hQw~~eni'~ °BeRome~ ~·or najor 1mp0_r~~nce in~ gl\
U~ftlldl}Jng· tr,u~ ., h~ight pf ~he mr,adl.qsong~ ' i nijtrqrnent ,at ,.the time it i.ndi~~tes ,, giyen 

, p~esf?µfe. · ,For example, ,if ~~e raqio~q~de indicate~J a, pr,~s~ure of ,~~ f~, tne trµe . 
p.o~i~}on ·of the rad1o~onde w,ould be ~boye qr below, th~ ,COIJlputed h~+gti~ 1; ,of the11_~00r-~b 
surfac;e by the equi'valent of ~h~ press~p~ .. : error, expr.essed in fe,et. _Since l ,mb at 
200 mb i~ .equivalent to approximately 105 feet, a ·}-mb error would place the ·· radio
sonde approximately 315 feet above or below t)'le calculated he,lght of the 200-mb sur- ~-
face~ In this example ·the total standard ·deviation of errors in true height would 
be the sqtJ.are root of the sum of the squares of 161 feet and 315 ·feet, or 354 feet·. 
Table 12 shm,rs the standard deviation of errors in true· height of the radiosond.e at 
various pressure levels, assuming a 1 °c standard deviation of errors •in temperature· 
and a J-mb standard deviation of errors in pressure up to and including 200 rnb. 
Above 200 mb, however, smaller values of pressure error are assµmed. 

In Section IV, paragraph 1, it ~,as stated that the accur~cy .of pressure meas
surement improved at altitudes above 50,0G0 feet. Since the \potal error. in .the 
height of pressure sur·faces is affected only slightly by the error in pre·ssuh: 
measurement, a value of + 3 mb was used for an altitudes to compute er h in Table 11. 
It can be seen, however,-from Table 12 that in computing errors in true height 
( 0- ) , the pressure error plays the dominant part. It is necessary, therefore, to 
use t~e increased accuracy in p;ressure rne~surements above 50 ,OOG .. feet for such com
putations. According to Table 6 the pressure errors at altitudes above 50,000 feet 
should be half as great as the error below 50 ,0CO feet . Although little t est data 
are available t o establish an accuracy value at t he higher altitudes , l:Leference ["1J 
states that an accuracy cf +1.5 mb is indicated. Table 12 shows the standard de
viati,on in the error of true height based on a pressure error of +l. 5 mb at pressures 
of 50, 25, and_ 10 mb. Since the accuracy of pressure measurement-increases gradually 
rather'than abruptly from +3.0 mb to +1.5 mb, a value of +2.0 mb was used at the 
100-mb pressure level. - · - -

TABLE 12 

Error in Height of Corresponding Standard Deviation 
Pressure Pressure Surface Pressure Error in True Height 

(mb) (crh from Table 11) ( in feet){:- ,( a-J (feet) \ 

700 34 111 116 
500 67 144 159 
300 119 219 . 250 
200 161 315 354 
100 229 418 477 

50 291 6.30 694 
25 355 1257 1306 
10 456 3140 3173 

1~ 3 mb up to and including 200 mb, 2 mb at 100 mb, and 1. 5 mb above. 

11 I 
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